Dear Sir or Madam:

This letter is a formal request to the National Comprehensive Cancer Network (NCCN) Panel for review of data for LYNPARZA® (olaparib) in the treatment of relapsed ovarian cancer. Lynparza is a poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitor.

These materials may include information that is not found in the currently approved prescribing information for Lynparza. The enclosed information is intended to provide pertinent data and should in no way be construed as a recommendation for the use of this product in any manner other than as approved by the Food and Drug Administration and as described in the prescribing information for Lynparza.

The rationale for the recommended change is to provide health care professionals with information regarding the efficacy and safety of Lynparza that have been evaluated in clinical trials.

Specific Changes: Recommend inclusion of Lynparza as an acceptable targeted recurrence therapy as a single agent maintenance therapy in platinum sensitive patients in response to their last platinum therapy and as an acceptable single agent targeted therapy in patients having received at least three prior lines of chemotherapy. Both recommendations require patients to be positive for a deleterious or suspected deleterious germline BRCA (gBRCA)-mutation.

FDA Status: Lynparza was approved by FDA on December 19, 2014. The indication is as monotherapy in patients with deleterious or suspected deleterious germline BRCA mutated (as detected by an FDA-approved test) advanced ovarian cancer who have been treated with three or more prior lines of chemotherapy

Rationale: The first five citations describe use of Lynparza as a treatment for advanced cancer which formed the basis for FDA approval as a treatment for gBRCA mutation positive ovarian cancer. The last two citations describe analyses of a randomized, double-blind, placebo-controlled trial that evaluated Lynparza versus placebo following response after platinum-based chemotherapy in patients with platinum-sensitive relapsed high grade serous Ovarian Cancer.

The following articles are submitted in support of this proposal. We would like to acknowledge the contributions of NCCN panel members who are also co-authors or co-contributors of some of these publications.


Sincerely,

Mark Scott, Ph.D.
Senior Director
Medical Affairs
AstraZeneca Pharmaceuticals
302-438-9340
mark.scott@astrazeneca.com